The examination of managerial processes of civic organizations
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Management becomes more and more highlighted nowadays. It is a result of a dynamic
development and now management science includes different kinds of analysis. A functional
aspect is well-known in this discipline, and in its framework the Institute of Management and
Labour Sciences at the the University of Debrecen has worked out its private research
program, which is called “The functional examination of corporate management”. We have
carried out diverse examinations in the framework, the authors of this article are mainly
specialized in the study of the management of civic organizations. Researches were started in
2009. Currently 66 thousands of nonprofit organizations are registered nationally. We have
focused on classic civic organizations from inside, these include foundations and
associations, whose ratio among the nonprofit organization is about two third. Though their
economic importance is undisputed, still little information is known about their managerial
characteristics. Some organizations are really successful, others vegetate, and many
organization only exist formally, without real operation. We have examined general
managerial functions and within that we also have studied the field of managerial operations:
planning, decision making, organization and control. The subject of the research was the
operating of the civic organizations of Hajdú-Bihar county, we have taken sample of civic
managers and carried out a questionnaire survey. Results show that many managerial
functions are incompletely fulfilled, among which the most important managerial task was the
subject of organization. According to managers, it is really hard to plan for more than a year
in this sphere. Considering decision making, the managers examined mainly decide by their
private experiences. Although organizing the managerial tasks equally influence all tasks, still
the organization of corporate management was emphasized by managers. Examining the
importance and the process of control, we have found that those set objectives which were
defined and registered at the formation were primarily emphasized, and these are maninly
attended by the managers.
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1. Introduction
“People have been dealing with the questions of management for thousands of years now, this
is hardly understandable that we still know so little about the subject of which so many people
have written” (Bennis–Handy 1985).
In the 21st century managers have to meet almost constantly changing conditions, which
means great challenge for them. The job of the managers is really complicated and multiple,
sometimes hard to fight with the challenges and it is quite frequently not possible alone. The
composition and the definition of managerial task and its differentiation are important
elements of the managerial science. Management is such an activity which is often hardly
noticed in human work, everyday economic and social processes. For thousands and hundreds
of years, questions of organization, direction of labour and productional activity were not
separated from the specific technical knowledge of each profession. The view of management
was mainly focused on the goverment and dominant affecting problems of the church, the
army and the state. Managerial questions of the organization and the direction of human
labour were only highlighted in the past decade (Berde 2005).
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Managerial science was formed at the beginning of the 20th century. The first
management related literature was the work of Frederick W. Taylor. His “Shop management –
1903” “The principles of scientific management – 1911” meant the establishment and
development of a new science within economic sciences. After the works and experiences
written by many practicing managers, management became a well-known and accepted
discipline. Different managerial schools were established in America and in Europe, the
continents’ typical development tendencies, forms are characterizing factors of all individual
schools. Management also influenced many fields of life, and the rules revealed in the
organization of operations were tried to be applied also to the fields of service, educational
and health care sectors. After the examinations of the management of global, large scale
organizations, more and more frequently small and middle enterprises and organizations are
also studied from the point of view of functional examinations.
2. Functionalism in management
The definition of managerial tasks, the reveal of factors influencing task realization is the
prime objective of the science of management. The task oriented thinking, the so called
functionalism, in not a novel aspect of the scientific approaches. Functional approach also
appeared in the first managerial literatures. The represenatives of the classic school were the
first to express and define the classification of tasks. This view also appeared later, in the 80s,
repeatedly. This second period is called neofunctionalism by the scientists of sociology and
psychology (Andorka 2000). Those approaches, which refer to the function of the phenomena
at their explanation, are called functional approach in science. According to functional social
researches, every aspect of a society (institutions, roles, norms, behaviour) serve a purpose
(Morel 2000). This may also be referred to organizations, since function equally means
operation, activity, task, position and role. Torgersen–Weinstock (1979) consider
functionalism a managerial trend, the objective of which is to reveal and define the prime task
of the managers. Followers of this theory suggest that managerial functions may be
considered identical and constant in different types of organizations. Tasks may be considered
permanent, still the ratio of the importance of diverse tasks differs according to the personality
of the manager. This trend tries to describe and characterize the most important functions in
their examples, and later also to reveal and to define how these functions may be administered
successfully.
Bases of functionalism may be identified in the American managerial theories and
thinking moreover, in the development characteristics. A typical organizational development
cannot be identified in the American territories compared to the European conditions. As a
result of the economic opportunities and the fast development trends in America, a
considerably large corporate base, including large number and scale corporates, also meant
many chances. Managers of these types of organizations did not participate personally in the
operation of their corporates (Marosi 1988). Those employees were trusted by the owners to
manage the organizational activities, the most important managerial tasks were the most
effective and efficient operations. As a result, the managerial and the owner layers became
separated, and owners did not care about the managerial skills and the potentials of their
employees, but they only cared about the results (mainly from a financial aspect) of the
corporate operation. Managerial education separated from the different vocational educations
and soon became a private profession (Bába–Berde 2010). From the American way of
thinking it is obvious that almost everyone has the chance to become a manager, who studies
management as a profession. The democracy of this thinking is originated from the view that
successful meeting of diverse task requires a different knowledge, preparation and skill.
Almost everyone can perform some managerial tasks at a higher level, but it is really hard to
find such a person who can meet all expectations without problems. This way of thinking,
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which is a result of the American development, is called “functional democratism”(Berde
2007). Functional, since it defines expected managerial characteristics from the study of
managerial tasks. It is also democratic, since the different types of managerial tasks do not
mean that our suitability is determined by inborn personal skills and characteristics, and our
chance to become a manager, but our knowledge and meeting professional expectations
affluence that. Another way of thinking is also widespread in the science of management
which denies this kind of suitability and conformity. It suggests that managerial skill is a
talent which is inborn and it cannot be learnt.
Many people many times tried to define managerial tasks and functions. Dobák (1991)
originates the functional approach from Fayol (1916). According to Fayol (1916), the prime
compounds of management are the followings: planning, organizing, direct direction,
coordination and control. Later, these funcions were referred to as partial functions or
managerial subfunctions in the management literatures. More and more novel functions are
identified by later researchers. Some classifications are also identified, where 8–10 basic
managerial functions are mentioned, and more than 100 different sub-functions are defined
(Berde 2007). Others, beside the classic functions, highlight specific, further tasks such as
reporting, performance appraisal, government practice, hazard and danger protection (Angyal
1999). The classification and the structure of tasks are also special managerial tasks (Berki–
Berde 1999). Dienesné (2000) qualified the specific tasks of human resource management,
such as evaluation of positions, planning, performance appraisal and human resource
development, as basic managerial tasks.
Berde (2000) suggests the analysis of the functional managerial activities from 3 prime
aspects: corporate management, human resource management and process management. In
the framework of process management, he deals with planning, decision making, decision
realization, provisions, organization, logistic management, control, quality management, time
management and safety management. Processes may not be considered as real productional
phases, but the logic sequence and the built up of managerial tasks, where this sequence must
not be changed. This is also the way we interpret the management of processes. Of the
mentioned functions, we have examined the processes of planning, decision making,
organization and control at the examples of civic organizations.
3. Subject and method of the research
We have carried out our researches among managers of civic organizations of Hajdú-Bihar
county. First, it is vital to define the term of civic organization. Nationally and internationally
many approaches are know as definitions in the professional literature, equally for nonprofit
and civic organizations. Unfortunately, there is not an obvious and integrated definition for
the sphere. This is why we try to describe what we consider nonprofit and civic organization.
Nonprofit organizations may be divided into 3 types: classic civic organizations are
associations and private foundations; advocacy organizations include public bodies and labour
unions, professional employer interest bodies and unions, while other nonprofit organizations
include public foundations and nonprofit ventures (Nagy–Sebestény 2009).
Civic society is not the same as nonprofit society, since there are not civic initiated
nonprofit organizations either, such as governmentally founded and/or governmentally
controlled nonprofit organizations. Legally classified, the nonprofit sector is constituted by
certain organizations, such as foundations, associations, nonprofit organizations, public bodies
and public foundations1. Financial distributors, suppliers (such as application announcers)
sometimes strictly define who they consider civic organizations among the nonprofit
organizations.
1

www.policy.hu/flora/miacivilszfera.htm.
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The nonprofit category is wider, it is considered to be larger, it includes civic
organizations, moreover, it also includes nonprofit ventures. This is further justified by the
report of the Nonprofit Kutatócsoport Egyesület, where they declare that classic civic
organizations are the most widespread forms, they are private foundations and associations
and they represent 87 % of all the nonprofit organizations (Baranyi et al 2003). This is the
reason why we have only focused only on these forms. The research field was Hajdú-Bihar
county. 72 settlements of the county have registered civic organizations, the number of which
exceed 34002. We started our researches in 2009, it included 2 surveys, and interviewed more
than 100 managers of civic organizations about managerial characteristics. One research was
carried out by the support of Magyary Zoltán Felsőoktatási Közalapítvány (Magyary Zoltán
Higher Educational Public Foundation), the title of the applicational program was “The
management of nonprofit organizations, managerial characteristics and the relationship
between the professional technical direction and effectiveness”. The other includes researches
of the TDK – Scientific Student Conference – dissertation, the title of which “The functional
examination of decision making among civic organizations”.
We have carried our researches in the framework of the research program “The
functional examination of corporate management”, which was developed by the Institute of
Management and Labour Sciences at the University of Debrecen. At the development of the
structure of the research program, managerial tasks, as subjects to be studied, were defined by
the classification of Donelly et al (1992).
Table 1. The functional examination of corporate management
1. Corporate management
examinations
1.1. Organizational forms and
managerial tasks
1.2. Organizational development
1.3. Organizational communication
1.4. Information management
1.5. Corporate culture
1.6. Group management
1.7. Managerial structure and
hierarchy examinations
1.8. Change management

2. Human resource management
examinations
2.2. Conflict management
2.3. Human resource planning,
organization
2.4. Labour selection
2.5. Competence examinations
2.6. Performance appraisal

3. Process management
examinations
3.1 Planning, as a
managerial function
3.2. Decision making
3.3. Decision realization,
provisions
3.4. Organization
3.5. Logistic management
3.6. Control

2.7. Human resources development

3.7. Quality management

2.8. Carreer management

3.8. Time management
3.9. Safety management

2.1. Motivation

Source: Berde 2006.

Table 1 shows the structural built-up and moduls of the research program. Modular
built-up is typical of this research program, which analyses the complex managerial tasks up
to the level of each function. Changes of managerial problems examined may be defined in
their processes. However, specific parts may be handled as private units, through the
systematic framework of the whole. Structure may be extended, since all of its methods can
be interpreted and applied to other territories. These subjects may be broken into further suband partial subjects according to the objectives, target groups and questions examined. This
structure is also not suitable for the more concrete and deeper exploration, but it also enables
the incorporation of research results into the results of sub- and partial subjects, which are
structured in a hierarchy (Juhász 2004). Considering the subjects examined, not only this
extension and precise focus are typical. Owing to the structure, this nature may also be
interpreted horizontally (Dajnoki 2006).
2

http://www.birosag.hu/engine.aspx?page=tarsszervsearch.
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Of the research methods, this program mainly applies observation, questionnaire survey
and deep interviews.
In this article we introduce the most important results of two larger examinations. In the
framework of these we have carried out questionnaire survey among managers of civic
organizations, its subjects marked in Table 1. We have selected the four managerial tasks,
since we supposed that these may be interpreted and realized in this sphere by our
experiences.
4. Results
During the researches many questions in relations with all managerial functions were asked.
However, answers for the most important managerial questions of the two researches are
introduced. This is why results are introduced only partially. Of the managerial process tasks
of the institutional research program, planning, decision making, organization and the control
were those fields which belong to the subject of the research. In the following we introduce by
this logic sequence what results we have achieved by the survey.
4.1. Managerial tasks
First, we have made a comparative analysis of managerial tasks examined. Results are
introduced in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The importance of managerial tasks
4,6
4,4
4,2
4
3,8
3,6
3,4
Planning

Decision making

Organization

Control

Source: own construction 2010.

Answers indicate that managerial tasks examined are considered almost equally
important by the respondents (Figure 1). The least important task is control (3,76), the most
important task is organization (4,41). Decision making was qualified by 4,15, still planning
received 4,29 points from the managers. Results of the comparative analysis suggest that
differences are not so explicit, and overally the most important process task is organization by
the interviewed managers. Later, at the examination of organizational tasks, we will see that a
dual evaluation and an explanation exist in the evaluation of the managers. Corporate
organization and process realization related managerial tasks are summarized. This
outstanding evaluation is obviously a result of that. Considering future examinations, this two
managerial functions should be divided.
4.2. Planning
Planning means the selection of objectives, strategies and methods, moreover, the definition
of programs and approaches to achieve overall or partial corporate objectives (Fayol 1984).
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Corporaate planningg is one of the
t most funndamental managerial
m
tasks. Its im
mportance is further
justifiedd by the preedictability and
a sustainaability of th
he corporatee operation.. In the operration of
civic oorganizationns, similarly to the profit orgaanizations, planning is also im
mportant.
Consideering currennt condition
ns quite ofteen the quesstion arises how long aand for whaat period
we cann plan in thhe sphere. In this surrvey we haave examin
ned what m
managerial practice
indicatees in relatioons with th
he planningg length du
uring operation. Resullts are indicated in
Figure 22. We have defined thrree intervalss at the examination off the planninng term. Lo
ong term
planningg means poossibility forr more thann a year. Sh
horter term means
m
a yeear or shorteer period
of plannning. Plannning as a daily
d
activitty is defineed by day-b
by-day plannning. No planning
p
means tthat the mannagers of civic organizzations reacct to changees spontaneeously and organize
tasks the same wayy.
Figu
ure 2. The evvaluation of planning terms
t

Sourcee: own constru
uction 2010.

Of the resullts we may
y declare tthat manag
gers examin
ned considder plannin
ng to be
executab
able only inn shorter teerms. Only one quarteer of the reespondents consider that
t
it is
possiblee to plan for a longer term
t
(25%).. Shorter term planning
g is more tyypical in the sector,
approximatelly 67%
% of the resspondents sttated that th
hey can plan
n for a one-- year period, so the
operatioon of the orrganization may be esstimated forr a year. On
nly few resspondents marked
m
a
shorter term planniing possibillity and togeether with the
t few who
o indicated that plannin
ng is not
marizing it aall, we havee revealed a tendency tthat civic managers
m
possiblee in the sphhere. Summ
mainly pplan for a year
y or less period
p
and ccalculate po
ossibilities within.
w
4.3. Deccision makinng
“Decisioon is the puurposeful seelection besside given circumstanc
c
es of the acctional posssibilities,
where vvariations too act are reevealed as activity opttions in thee decision ppreventive phase
p
of
decisionn processes..” (Kindler 1991).
Decision is a basic eleement of thhe managerrial processs and meanns the seleection of
realizatiion alternattives. We have
h
conduucted the deecisional prrocess by pprofessionall literary
suggestiions. Decisional suitab
bility usuallly includes many skills and comppetences, moreover,
m
conditioons, some are
a of humaan, others aare of enviironmental, or of technnical naturee. In the
survey we listed those answers to thhe question
ns, which were factoors-defined by the
w
the moost fundameental ones at
a the decisiion making.. (Figure
professiional literattures, and were
3).
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m
qu
ualified thatt decision making
m
is
Byy the resultts we found that the intterviewed managers
based pprimarily onn expertise (4,
( 3). Mos t of the org
ganizations were establlished yearss before,
this is w
why they posses
p
form
med habits aand practicces. Graduation, techniical conditiions and
good inntuitions weere qualified
d intermediaately. The availability
a
of externall expertise seems
s
to
be negleected and iggnored by practising m
managers. Deecision mak
king seems tto be establlished on
the expperince of the manag
gers. Evaluuating the results
r
we may draw
w the summ
marizing
conclusion that deecisions aree characteriized by pro
ofessionalism
m, since reespondents equally,
t technicaal experiennce, the em
mpirism and
d the professsional kno
owledge.
highly evaluated the
uitions paralllel with and
nd intermediiate with
These aare followedd by techniccal conditioons and intu
values oof approxim
mately 3,5.
4.4. Orgganization
Organizzation meanns the structture of the ttask to be reealized to achieve corpporate objecctives, to
rank tassks into labbour position
ns, to devellop teams, to work ou
ut internal innformation systems
and the coordinatioon of thesee activities (Fayol 198
84). Organizzation is thhe supply of factors
ganization ffirst was reelated to
necessaary for operration and the realizattion of processes. Org
basic m
managerial tasks, sincce observinng cross functionally
f
y, all manaagerial task
ks have
organizaational aspects. Accorrdingly we have exam
mined, by the
t institutiional structture, the
organizaational taskks related to
t the threee main man
nagerial fieelds. Resultts are illusttrated in
Figure 44.
nal aspects in
i manageriial tasks
Figure 4. The appeearance of oorganization

Sourcee: own constru
uction 2009.
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Research reesults show
w that orgganization mainly ap
ppears amoong the corporate
c
manageement tasks emphasized by the m
managers questioned (4, 4). Its apppearance in
n process
manageement is at
a intermed
diate level (3,8). Org
ganization appear in human resources
manageement the least
l
(3,6). Summariziing it we may
m declarre that orgaanization iss mainly
connectted to corpoorate manag
gement. Com
mparing organizationaal tasks relaated results with the
supervissing evaluaations of Fig
gure 1, we ddraw the co
onclusion th
hat the basee of high ev
valuation
of organnization is the
t importan
nce of organ
anizational tasks
t
related
d to the orgaanizational activity.
Both reeceived 4,4 evaluations. Before th
the examinaations we supposed
s
thhat we can indicate
larger ddifferences in the quaalification oof organizaational tasks. Researchh results ob
bviously
indicatee that the diffferences arre not signifficant.
4.5. Conntrol
Control is nothing else but thee supervisioon and the measured
m
taasks of indivviduals and
d groups,
and it pprovides thaat performan
nce should aact by planss (Fayol 1984). Controol is the lastt chapter
of manaagerial activvity, the feeedback of thhe process. Control
C
is an
a exclusivee manageriaal task, it
may be realized in different fo
orms and waays. Of the control relaated questioons we prefeerred the
examinaation of maanagerial beehaviour, acccording to
o the expecttations, a coorporate mu
ust face.
We havve examineed how maanagers evaaluate the corporate
c
suitability
s
tto tasks deefined at
establishhment, mooreover, so
ocial expecctations, leegal expecctations annd adminisstrational
expectaation. Researrch results are
a illustrateed in Figuree 5.
Figuree 5. The suiitability of tthe organizaation to diffferent expecctations

Sourcee: own constru
uction 2009.

Results allow
w us to co
onclude thaat managerss questioned consider the organizational
hey can leasst meet the social expeectations
suitabiliity to foundder expectattions the beest (4,4). Th
(4,1) aand the leggal expectaations (4,11). Organizzations are relativelyy poor at meeting
adminisstrational exxpectations. Qualificatiion does no
ot reach the expected leevel and wee have to
refer to deficienciees. Organizaations mainlly meet theiir private ex
xpectations and unfortu
unatelly,
they cann least meett environmeental expecttations.
5. Summ
mary
Manageement is a dynamically
d
y developinng disciplin
ne, it is furtther justifieed by many
y authors
and num
merous proofessional liiteratures, aarticles. An
n aspect of this sciencce is the fu
unctional
approacch. Functionnality origin
nated from tthe Americaan developm
ment and w
way of think
king. The
Institutee of Manageement and Labour
L
Scieences at the University of Debreceen has work
ked out a
private research prrogram whiich providee a framework for the study of m
managerial activity.
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Accordingly, we have carried out our researches in this research program where we have
selected planning, decision making, organization and control to study in the civic sector.
Research mainly included questionnaire survey, among the managers of the civic
organizations of Hajdú-Bihar county. Of the managerial tasks, organization was considered to
be the relatively most important factor, and control was the least important. Evaluating the
functions in details we have revealed that managers usually plan for only a year, and only one
fourth of them indicated predictability for more than that. Examining decision making, we
wanted to know and identify factors affecting managerial decisions. Respondents revealed
that decisions are made mainly by managerial experiences. Organization related examinations
revealed that organization mainly appears in the field of corporate management. Finally, we
have also examined control, where we have mainly studied the managerial view on
organizational expectations. Results show that organizations mainly meet private expectations
and it is more important that they relatively weak at meeting environmental expectations.
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